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1. The Big Picture 

August 19, 2019

 LNA flexes military muscle with airstrikes; limited GNA response

Bell 

Libya Weekly 

Political  Security 
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KEY POINTS 

• LNA claims targeted Turkish base in Misrata 

• UNSMIL: no military use of Zuwara airport  

• LNA loses Murzuq as Tebus control town  

Libyan National Army (LNA) airstrikes expanded this 
week, targeting Government of National Accord 
(GNA) positions in Tripoli’s Abu Salim area, 
Gharyan, Zawiya, Misrata Aviation College, and 
Zuwara Airport (WAX) between 15 Aug and 18 Aug. 
On the ground positions remain static, despite LNA 
claims that forces advanced on the Wadi Rabei, Ain 
Zara, and Aziziya fronts, after allegedly breaking 
GNA defence lines on 16 Aug. Unlike past LNA air 
operations, the latest airstrikes were accompanied 
by a consolidated narrative; the LNA placed greater 
emphasis on theatrics to project air supremacy and 
build a case for legitimate targeting.   

In Misrata, LNA airstrikes against the Aviation 
College were directly supervised by LNA 
commander Khalifa Haftar and accompanied by 
satellite imagery of alleged Turkish unmanned aerial 
vehicle (UAV) warehouses and other assets. The 
published images helped reinforce LNA claims that 
it acted in its capacity as a protector of Libyan 
sovereignty to stop “plans to build a Turkish base”. 
Meanwhile, in Tripoli, aerial footage of pro-GNA 
militias fleeing after LNA airstrikes has helped 
project aerial capabilities. The LNA Air Force (LAF) 
targeted the pro-GNA Ghneiwa militia in Tripoli Zoo 
between 1830hrs-1900hrs on 17 Aug. Sources 
confirmed that a Ghneiwa militia 
weapon/ammunition warehouse was targeted.  

In Zuwara, however, the LNA’s legitimate military 
targeting claims were contradicted by a United 
Nations Support Mission in Libya (UNSMIL) fact-
finding mission investigation. The UNSMIL, which is 
currently using the airport, concluded in a statement 
that “neither military assets nor military infrastructure 
were observed at Zuwara Airport”, while 
condemning the LNA attacks and declaring that 
evidence from its assessment will be shared with the 
UN Security Council (UNSC) and other international 
organizations.  

In terms of strategy, the LNA continues to rely on 
airstrikes and reconnaissance teams operating in 
Tripoli, while forces maintain critical positions in 
Wadi Rabei and near Tripoli International Airport 
(TIP). On the ground activity is now shifting towards 
insider operations, described as “special operations” 
by the LNA, with the use of “sleeper cells” within 
Tripoli’s centre to target pro-GNA militias. 

Meanwhile, pro-LNA accounts have led a 
concurrent effort to sow divisions between pro-GNA 
factions by emphasizing disagreements and 
internal disputes. Reports suggest the LNA is 
seeking to exploit divisions between Zawiya-based 
groups mobilized in Gharyan and pro-GNA forces 
led by Western Region Commander Osama Juwaili, 
ahead of a possible offensive to regain control over 
the town. There is mounting evidence to suggest 
LNA intent to seize Gharyan is high. 

So far, the GNA’s response to intensified LNA 
airstrikes has been limited, relatively compared with 
past retaliatory airstrikes. While pro-LNA accounts 
claim this is due to the GNA’s waning capabilities, 
there is a possibility GNA forces are adopting a 
defensive posture to conserve resources and 
capabilities, underlining a general understanding 
that the conflict is now heading towards protraction.  

Regardless, both GNA PM Fayez Sarraj and Haftar 
are now beginning to face significant challenges. 
Sarraj is finding it increasingly difficult to 
ideologically break away from the pro-Islamist and 
pro-Libyan Islamic Fighting Group (LIFG) elements 
within his cabinet and currently fighting alongside 
GNA forces. In a clear sign of the rift between Sarraj 
and the LIFG, controversial mufti Sadiq Gharyani 
stated that Sarraj would be in prison without the 
support of the “mujahideen” and fighters, in 
reference to pro-LIFG Gharyani supporters.  

Meanwhile, the LNA’s airstrikes have highlighted 
broader weaknesses within its military posture, 
including in Murzuq, where sources suggest the 
recently-announced LNA deployment to repel Tebu 
tribesmen has failed to materialize. Instead, the 
LNA has relied on airstrikes to compensate for 
territorial losses in the South. Tebus are now 
reportedly fully in control of the town. The 
development has highlighted how the Tripoli 
offensive and southern deployment have put a 
strain on the LNA, calling into question its ability to 
maintain positions across multiple fronts.  
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Shahat Security Directorate 
announced a suicide bombing 
attempt was foiled on 08 Mar. A 
13 year-old Egyptian national was 
reportedly arrested carrying an 
improvised explosive device 
(IED), which he planned to 
detonate in a busy market, in the 
city’s Souq Al Jum'aa area. No 
further information available. 

Unconfirmed reports suggest three unidentified 
burnt bodies were found near Misrata’s Libyan 
Iron Steel Company (LISCO) on 13 Aug. No 
further information available, though pro-LNA 
accounts alleged, without any evidence, the 
individuals were assassinated and tortured due to 
internal disagreements at the Aviation College.   

Waha Oil Company (WOC) 
published a statement on its website 
on 12 Aug reporting the 
disappearance of two of its 
employees travelling from Es Sider 
to Ubari. The statement declares 
that the vehicle the two employees 
were travelling in was found in the 
Samnu area, with no further 
information on their whereabouts.  

The eastern-based interim 
government supervised the 
reopening of Sabha Airport (HLLS), 
with the first commercial flight in six 
years landing from Benghazi on 16 
Aug. The landing of the Libyan Arab 
Airlines (LAA) aircraft was filmed. 

Reports of a terrorist attack targeting a 
checkpoint in Bawbat Al-Souda, in Jufra 
District, in the early hours of 15 Aug. Initial 
reports indicate the involvement of Islamic 
State (IS) militants. No further information 
available. 

The GNA’s Volcano of Rage Operation 
announced that its naval operations commander, 
Brigadier Taoufik Sakir, intercepted a vessel 
carrying five LNA Navy Officers, including a 
Brigadier and a Captain, East of Sabratah’s coast 
at dawn on 13 Aug.  Sources suggest the vessel 
was intercepted off Zawiya’s coast. 

Skirmishes were reported in Tocra 
village, 70km East of Benghazi, 
between the LNA’s 166 Battalion and 
local Criminal Investigations 
Department (CID) in the morning on 
17 Aug. Reports suggest the 166 
Battalion raided Tocra’s CID HQ in an 
attempt to free gunmen arrested by 
the CID for drinking alcohol. 

The United Nations Support Mission 
in Libya (UNSMIL) dispatched an 
assessment mission to Zuwara 
International Airport (WAX) on 17 
Aug, after series of LNA airstrikes on 
15 Aug and 16 Aug. The UNSMIL 
concluded in a statement that 
“neither military assets nor military 
infrastructure were observed at 
Zuwara Airport”, while condemning 
the LNA attacks.  

 
 

2. National Security Map 
Tebu-led offensive forces LNA to retreat from Murzuq; UNSMIL says no military use at Zuwara airport  
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WB sources reported heightened 
tensions in Murzuq and heavy 
clashes between Tebus and LNA 
forces in the area on 17 Aug. In the 
aftermath, sources reported Tebus 
established full control over Murzuq, 
while some LNA units retreated.  
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3. Nationwide Security Analysis 
Over 90% of fatalities recorded in Tripoli & Murzuq districts 
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Nationwide Fatalities by Type of Attack (Past 27 Weeks)  
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Data Analysis 
     

WB recorded this week a total of 50 confirmed deaths in Libya, which compares to 74 deaths reported last week and 37 the week 
before, marking a decrease in the number of fatalities recorded throughout the week.  Over two thirds of fatalities came as a result 
of violent clashes, both in Tripoli and Murzuq districts. Meanwhile, in the absence of a reliable fatality count, Tripoli clashes continue 
to be omitted from the data set, though this week the Libyan National Army (LNA) claimed to have delivered 14 bodies of pro-
Government of National Accord (GNA) forces to the Libyan Red Crescent (LRC) who were killed in combat operations. In addition, 
following limited military activity leading up to the Eid Al-Adha break in the previous week, this week saw an uptick in violent clashes, 
airstrikes, mortar/rocket shelling incidents and explosions heard across the capital. Similar to the patterns witnessed since the 
outbreak of clashes between LNA and GNA forces, the highest number of security incidents remain in Tripoli. Several security 
incidents were reported throughout the country including 16 violent clashes, 10 mortar/rocket shelling incidents, 8 airstrikes, 7 
arrests, 3 attacks, 3 isolated gunfire cases, 1 arson, 1 assassination, 1 carjacking, 1 kidnapping, 1 body found and 1 protest.  

 
   In Western Libya, WB recorded a total of 52 incidents, including 38 in Tripoli. In Tripoli, similar to recent weeks, Tripoli’s only 

functioning airport was subject to three separate airspace closures due to indiscriminate shelling. Separately, four unidentified 

gunmen carjacked a vehicle in Tripoli’s Al-Furnaj area at night on 15 Aug. The owner of the carjacked vehicle was wounded during the 

altercation with the gunmen and was reportedly carrying large sums of money as he worked at a currency exchange. In the wider West, 

this week saw a rise in militia tensions in Al-Zawiya where reports suggest armed clashes erupted between two unidentified Zawiya-based 
militias on 14 Aug. The LNA’s Dignity Ops Media Centre confirmed the incident and declared that a number of fatalities and casualties were 

recorded. Beyond, the LNA confirmed that the Libyan Air Force (LAF) targeted Zuwara Airport (WAX), claiming two hangars used to 
store Turkish unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) were destroyed on 15 Aug, and another on 16 Aug.   
 
In the central region, this week was marked by reports of a terrorist attack targeting a checkpoint in Bawbat Al-Souda, in Jufra 
District, in the early hours of 15 Aug. Initial reports indicate the involvement of Islamic State (IS) militants. Separately,  
the LNA’s War Information Division stated LNA units carried out mobile patrols and ground reconnaissance sorties in the central 
and southwestern areas on 13 Aug.  In addition, the LNA carried out aerial reconnaissance sorties over the Oil Crescent region, 
including the Sirte and Jufra national districts. 
 
Turning to the Southern region, WB sources reported heightened tensions in Murzuq and ongoing heavy clashes between Tebus 
and LNA forces in the area on 17 Aug. In a flash update on 14 Aug, the United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian 
Affairs (OCHA) stated at least 90 civilians have been killed and more than 200 injured since violent clashes erupted in Murzuq in 
the beginning of Aug. Meanwhile, the LAF declared it targeted a convoy of militants, including Benghazi Revolutionaries Shura 
Council (BRSC) and Islamic State (IS), approximately 9km southeast of Taraghin on 17 Aug. 
 
In Eastern Libya, Benghazi witnessed a surge in arrest campaigns following the recent VBIED attack targeting a UNSMIL convoy.  
 

 
 
 
 
In Eastern Libya, the security situation remains tense after the VBIED attack targeting the UNSMIL convoy.  
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4. Tripoli Neighborhood Report 
Eighth recorded MJI airspace closure; LNA targets Ghneiwa militia HQ 

 

 

 

 6 

Developments on the frontlines  
 
Sporadic and intermittent clashes resumed 
between Libyan National Army (LNA) and 
Government of National Accord (GNA) forces 
on 11 Aug, breaking the Eid Al-Adha truce 
agreement. The resumption of clashes came 
after the LNA’s general command issued a 

statement confirming its acceptance of the 
United Nations Support Mission in Libya’s 
(UNMSIL) ceasefire call a day earlier on 10 
Aug. Both GNA and LNA factions accused 
one another of violating the truce 
agreement. Between 13-14 Aug, the war 
theatre continued to be dominated by 
airstrikes, though military activity on the 
ground remained limited. Meanwhile, the 
LNA stated it delivered 14 bodies of pro-GNA 

fighters recently killed in combat operations 
to the Libyan Red Crescent (LRC). 
Conflicting reports suggest the pro-GNA 
fighters were killed while in LNA captivity. 
Between 16-17 Aug, positions remained 
unchanged though clashes intensified 
between LNA and GNA forces. Social media 
reports highlighting the possibility of an 
imminent escalation and significant 
advances/changes in positions remain 

unfounded as of 18 Aug.  
 
 
 

MJI Grad shelling results in 8th airspace closure  
  
Grad missiles targeted Mitiga International Airport, 
Tripoli’s only-functioning airport, grounding flights and 
resulting in airspace closure at approximately 0200hrs 
on 16 Aug. An individual was reportedly injured while 

buses sustained physical damage.  The airspace 
closure was longer than usual, and operations only 
resumed at approximately 1230hrs, while the first flight 
took off at approximately 1530hrs. The development is 
the 8th recorded disruption at MJI in the past two 
weeks. Reports suggest airport management will install 
CCTV cameras on the air traffic control tower (ATCT) in 
an effort to document the impact of Grad shelling and 
launch areas. 
 

LNA targets Ghneiwa militia HQ in Abu Slim 
 
The LNA targeted Tripoli Zoo, the HQ of pro-
Government of National Accord (GNA) Ghneiwa militia, 
in Abu Slim between 1830hrs-1900hrs on 17 Aug. 
Sources confirmed that a Ghneiwa militia 
weapon/ammunition warehouse was targeted. More 
broadly, the LNA continues to threaten to carry out 
insider operations, described as “special operations”, 
with the use of “sleeper cells” within Tripoli’s centre to 

target pro-GNA militias. The LNA’s Dignity Ops Room 
Media Centre stated the pro-LNA “Youth Ops Room” 
threatened to target all fixed and mobile CPs manned 
by pro-GNA militias 
 
 

KEY INCIDENTS 

1. (11 Aug) Short-lived truce as clashes 

resume; GNA & LNA trade accusations 

2. (11 Aug) Shells target MJI resulting in 

temporary airspace closure 

3. (11 Aug) Clashes reported near Red 

Summer House, Hadba & Ain Zara 

4. (12 Aug) Clashes reported on Airport Rd, 

Ain Zara, Wadi Al-Rabei & Hadba Mashro’ 

5. (13 Aug) Clashes reported on Airport Rd; 

Ain Zara & Khallat Al-Furjan 

6. (14 Aug) No further changes on the ground  

7. (15 Aug) Six grad missiles land in MJI 

resulting in two fatalities & disruptions 

8. (15 Aug) Man injured in armed carjacking 

in Al-Furnaj  

9. (16-17 Aug) LNA claims advances on 

Wadi Al-Rabei, Ain Zara & Aziziya fronts 

10. (16 Aug) Grad shelling results in longer 

than usual disruption at MJI 

11. (17 Aug) LNA targets Ghneiwa militia HQ 

in Abu Slim 
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5. Benghazi Neighborhood Report 
Widespread security campaign following recent VBIED attack 

 

    

 

  
recent vehicle-borne improvised explosive device 
(VBIED) attack against a United Nations Support 
Mission in Libya (UNSMIL convoy on 10 Aug. The 
various law enforcement units in Benghazi will likely 
attempt to project security capabilities in the short to 
medium term. Separately, Benghazi’s Security 
Directorate announced the arrest of four criminal gang 
leaders and nine other gang members suspected of 

multiple robberies and other cases on 13 Aug. 
According to the Directorate, all the gang members 
are Chadian nationals and one of them confessed to 
the murder of a prominent local businessman, Khalifa 
Shami, in 2018 in Benghazi’s Leithi area. Authorities 
found two AK-47 rifles, a pistol, and other weapons in 
the gang’s possession. 
 
Widespread security campaign  
 

The LNA addressed a letter to all broadcasters 
declaring that all vehicles with tinted windows and no 
license plates will be impounded as part of a 
Benghazi-wide security campaign starting from 18 
Aug. The LNA declared that the measure was 
prompted by the recent vehicle-borne improvised 
explosive device (VBIED) attack targeting the 
UNSMIL convoy on 10 Aug and killing staff members. 
  
 

 

LNA spox: Gharyani behind VBIED attack 
 
In a press conference in Benghazi, the LNA 
spokesperson, Ahmed AL-Mismary, stated 
that the pro-Libyan Islamic Fighting Group 
(LIFG) and controversial Mufti, Sadiq 

Gharyani, gave orders to his followers to 
target the United Nations Support Mission in 
Libya (UNSMIL) in Benghazi’s 10 Aug vehicle-
borne improvised explosive device (VBIED) 
attack. Al-Mismary added that Gharyani 
launched a campaign against the UNSMIL 
prior to the attack, which may have led his 
followers to target the mission. It remains 
unclear whether Al-Mismary’s comments 
represent a conclusive result of the LNA’s 

investigation into the incident. Regardless, the 
UN Secretary General Antonio Guterres, 
declared that an internal investigation will be 
launched into the incident. 
 
Arrest campaigns  
 
Benghazi’s Security Directorate claimed it has 
arrested 70 individuals with criminal cases and 
fugitives in the past few days, as per orders 

issued by the head of the Security Directorate, 
Brigadier Adel Abelaziz. The arrested 
individuals were wanted for cases ranging 
from murder, robberies, and bootlegging. 
Such arrests and other law enforcement 
campaigns are expected to increase in 
Benghazi in the upcoming weeks following the 

KEY INCIDENTS  

1. (13 Aug) 70 individuals involved in 

criminal cases arrested 

2. (13 Aug) Criminal gang members 

arrested for multiple robberies  

3. (14 Aug) LNA spox. claims pro-LIFG 

Mufti behind recent VBIED attack 

4. (16 Aug) 118 patrols (90 fixed & 28 

mobile) deployed across city  

5. (18 Aug) Crackdown on vehicles with 

tinted windows & no license plates 
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https://whisperingbell.us15.list-manage.com/track/click?u=5a56f5e386d1e14716b7214b8&id=d30092dad3&e=8d05e41c47
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6. What’s next  
Rift widens between pro-GNA militias; LNA continues to target Misrata   
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POLITICAL FORECAST 

 
The week was marked by mounting rhetoric between the LNA and 
UNSMIL over the targeting of Zuwara airport. Meanwhile, the new US 
Ambassador to Libya, Richard Norland, assumed his duties on 14 Aug. 
The development has been hailed as promising to achieve a political 
solution. Further, Cairo announced a stabilization proposal, which 
received backlash from GNA officials who viewed it as interference in 
domestic affairs. Others were more optimistic and viewed the Cairo 
statement as evidence that even Haftar’s backers value a political solution 
over a military one. Regardless, multiple analysts have argued the 
prevailing silence from international actors in the political arena highlights 
complacency with the current situation, undermining the prospect of a 
permanent ceasefire. The spokesperson of the Egyptian Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs (MFA), Ahmed Hafiz, presented a 5-point political plan to 
stabilize Libya. The five pillars include (in order of priority) the fair and 
transparent distribution/spending of oil & gas revenues, the unification of 
Libyan institutions, the dissolution of all militias and confiscation of 
weapons as per the Libyan Political Agreement (LPA), taking a clear 
position vis-à-vis terrorist groups and individuals, and opposing foreign 
interference especially from parties that violate the UN arms embargo. 
Separately, GNA Deputy PM Ahmed Maiteeg urged the United States and 
US President Donald Trump’s administration to take the initiative and lead 
efforts to reach a political solution. In an interview with the Washington 
Times, Maiteeg stated “I think President Trump may have gotten the 
wrong message from allies or advisers about Haftar”, reiterating that the 
GNA is an ally to the US on the counterterrorism front. 
 
 
 

 
SECURITY FORECAST 

 
LNA-sanctioned assassinations of key pro-GNA militia leaders and field 
commanders are likely in the short to medium term, while pro-GNA militias 
continue arrests of locals suspected of cooperating with the LNA amid 
growing distrust in the capital city. Meanwhile, tensions could escalate in the 
Western flank, including Zawiya and Sabratha, after multiple local disputes 
and reports of internal tensions between factions. The LNA will seek to exploit 
divisions between Zawiya-based groups mobilized in Gharyan and pro-GNA 
Juwaili forces. The LNA could carry out additional airstrikes in Zawiya to 
prompt Zawiya-based units to retreat back to their hometown. LNA intent to 
regain Gharyan is likely very high, with the possibility of an offensive to repel 
GNA factions. Meanwhile, a Misrata Municipal Council statement has 
corroborated reports that some Misrata-based individuals entered 
negotiations with Tarhunah. The Council issued a statement on 18 Aug 
denying any negotiations, but stressed that it is not responsible for individual 
actions that fall outside of official negotiation channels. On the 
counterterrorism front, multiple militants are believed to have fled to unknown 
locations in Libya’s desert areas as a result of the LNA’s recent Murzuq 
offensive. This was corroborated by LNA head of Moral Guidance Brigadier 
Khaled Mahjoub, who stated that multiple militants, including IS elments and 
terrorists affiliated with the Benghazi Revolutionaries Shura Council (BRSC), 
fled the city as LNA reinforcements arrived. There is a possibility such a 
development, if confirmed, will lead to attacks against LNA assets and local 
law enforcement in the Jufra, Wadi Al-Shatti, Wadi Al-Haya, and Murzuq 
districts.  

 

LIBYANS AND THE ARAB STREET 
 

In a flash update on 14 Aug, the United Nations Office for the Coordination 
of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA), reports a dire humanitarian situation and 
deteriorating security environment in Murzuq. The OCHA reported “Since  
early August, violent  clashes escalated in  Murzuq,  area  southern  of  Libya  
after several  consecutive precision airstrikes impacted the area on 4 
August. On 8 August, a mortar landed on a house hosting IDPs in the 
Bendalwah neighborhood resulting in injuries among four children between 
2 and 7 years-old and the death of two siblings2. The situation escalated 
since 11 August and fighting continued despite the declared truce that 
mostly held throughout the rest of the country. As of 14 August, the estimate 
number of civilians killed raised to at least 90 and more than 200 injured3. 
Concerns are growing as humanitarian needs are rising as a result of the 
ongoing conflict. An estimated 6,426 individuals have been displaced to  
Sebha,  Ubari,  Wadi  Etbah,  Al  Gatroun  and  safer  neighborhoods  within 
Murzuq municipality. Reportedly, some families are unable to leave the 
affected areas for fear of reprisals. Wadi Etbah has received the largest 
wave of displacement with around 4,050 IDPs mainly in urban areas 
including450 IDPs across 7 shelters, while more than 1,000 people are 
displaced within Murzuq municipality. In addition, around 270 migrants from 
different West African nationalities were reportedly also displaced from 
Murzuq.Preliminary findings indicated widespread  disruption  to  markets  
(bakeries,  food  and  NFIs)  and  infrastructure  (water  supply,  sanitation  
and  electricity)  in  Murzuq  town.  The entire area continues to experience  
electricity outage with very limited telecommunication means.”  

 
 

 

WHAT OTHER EXPERTS SAY 
 

In an article for The Arab Weekly, Libya expert Michel Cousins explores 
recent backlash within the GNA camp over the recent Egyptian Foreign 
Ministry statement calling for non-interference in Libya. Cousins writes 
“The HoR welcomed the Egyptian statement but the GNA, as well as the 
Tripoli-based State Council, took very different views. They, too, said 
there had to be an end to foreign interference but the demand was 
directed at Egypt. The Muslim Brotherhood-dominated State Council 
condemned the Egyptian statement as a form of interference in Libyan 
affairs, accusing Cairo of providing arms to the LNA. It took particular 
exception to the Egyptian call for UNSMIL to work with the HoR. It was 
also part of the Libyan political framework under the 2015 Skhirat 
Agreement, it said.The GNA’s Foreign Ministry likewise condemned its 
Egyptian counterpart as interfering in Libyan affairs and accused it of 
supporting Libyan Field-Marshal Khalifa Haftar, leader of the LNA. There 
was nothing new in the Egyptian Foreign Ministry’s call for non-
interference in Libya. In a phone conversation August 4 with French 
President Emmanuel Macron, Egyptian President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi 
emphasised his rejection of all forms of foreign interference in Libyan 
affairs. Nor was there anything new in the State Council’s accusation that 
Egypt has been backing Haftar. It did so in July, accusing the United Arab 
Emirates and France as well. The difference this time is that the GNA 
went along with the State Council without reservation. It was the sharpest 
attack on Egypt by authorities in Tripoli since the Qaddafi era. Until now, 
while the GNA has had no illusions about the level of military support 
provided to Haftar by the Egyptians, it diplomatically ignored it. GNA and 
Presidential Council head Fayez al-Sarraj has met with Sisi on several 
occasions, although he was last in Egypt in February.” 
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